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CASE STUDY: ST. AUSTELL AREA ECO DEVELOPMENT

The china clay pit scars are to form part of the previous goverment’s fi ve eco town schemes across the UK.  
Five new villages are proposed providing 5,500 new homes and 5000 new jobs.



ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: GREEN LINKS

Introduction of a new Hydrogen bus system and projects to improve access for cyclists
Creating new neighbourhood centres with commercial facilities would encourage walking and cycling
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: GREEN LINKS

Open up narrow residential streets with shared surfaces and reoriented parking
Replace hard surfacing with water permeable natural surfaces that encourage new ecosystems
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: ECOLOGY + FOOD PRODUCTION

Reclaiming ecological space from disused industrial land 
Utilise Plymouth’s waterside, park land and brownfi eld sites to reconnect people with the natural environment.
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: ECOLOGY + FOOD PRODUCTION

Small scale food growing initiatives amongst communities to reconnect people with nature, food sources and processes.
Foster a helather, more active society that reduces its carbon footprint via food education.
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

Post industrial landscapes in SE Cornwall and Plymouth are prime development oppertunities. New economies are based in service 
industries in both cases.  Local business facilitation centre could work in Plymouth but proposed St. Austell area facilities are for 
new population - not existing residents despite high unemployment



ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

There is confl ict between the affordable homes objective and the proposed technologies and architecture.Would green investment 
be better placed in infrastructure improvements and retro fi tting existing building stock? Current population of SE Cornwall will not 
be able to afford  the new houses due to their earnings being considerably lower than both national and regional averages.
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: SUSTAINABLE BUILDING + ENERGY PRODUCTION

Use sustainable materials for new buildings and the retrofi tting of existing buildings should be encouraged
Use solar panels and domestic scale wind turbines as energy generators
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: SUSTAINABLE BUILDING + ENERGY PRODUCTION

Transform wastelands into solar farms
Placing hydro turbines along rivers to create clean energy
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ST. AUSTELL TO PLYMOUTH: CONCLUSIONS

Transform wastelands into solar farms
Placing hydro turbines along rivers to create clean energy

The eco-town scheme relies on the construction of new towns that are ecologically 
effi cient.

As a model for Plymouth (or anywhere else), this is not an effective means of ‘greening’ 
an existing sprawling city.

Densifying existing cities can create demand for green infrastructure, which has a more 
dramatic effect in reducing the environmental impact of cities.  

Retro-fi tting existing buildings would also have a more signifi cant effect than the 
construction of new buildings with sustainable technologies.

Examples of improving existing cities that could be more suitable as a model for the 
improvement of Plymouth’s green credentials are Hammarby Sjostad and Curitiba.


